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JUDO BANK

Judo Bank is a multi-award-winning challenger bank that 

is transforming banking for Australia’s small and medium-

sized business sector (SME). Judo Bankers are successfully 

bringing back the craft of relationship banking. Judo 

Bank is the first of the new breed of neobanks to become 

a unicorn (a start-up now worth more than $1bln). Judo 

was purpose built from the ground up by a small group 

of deeply experienced and highly credentialed business 

banking professionals. They were powered by the need 

to provide a genuine alternative for SMEs to secure the 

funding they need, with the service they deserve.

The founders wanted to differentiate their organisation from 

the very beginning and, utilising their global experience, 

chose to focus on the ‘craft’ of better relationship banking. 

Lots of banks pay lip service to putting customers first, but 

the extent of your genuine commitment is only evident once  

the customer interacts with your people. If you could build 

a bank from scratch, people and culture can become your 

comparative advantage.
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“One is making banking a profession, like 
lawyers or doctors. This will require restoring 
education levels and introducing sanctions for 
malfeasance. Human capital needs to be seen 
as a competitive advantage.”

Judo has a bilateral approach to securing a “best in class” culture - one that has its roots 

in technical skills as well as “ethical professionalism”.

First, Judo employs a barrier test for job candidates. This test examines prospective 

employees’ understanding of the business banking and credit environment and ensures 

that all customer-facing staff have the appropriate technical lending skills to best meet 

the needs of their clients. Of course, knowing how much to lend is only part of the 

consideration – it’s important to know when to lend. This is where Judo works with FINSIA 

to build a real advantage.

Following on from proving their technical skills, employees are expected to continue 

their personal development by becoming “Professional Bankers”. 
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Joseph Healy, Chief Executive Officer, Judo Bank
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Judo identified multiple opportunities to build higher standards of conduct and competency 

across the business and embed professionalism into the DNA of the organisation. One such 

area was with technology teams. As a neobank is key to Jud’s strategu, supporting bankers 

and enabling faster turnaround times and greater responsiveness for customers.. Technology 

expertise combined with the context of financial products, services and customer expectations 

enabled more efficient collaboration between the core business functions and supporting 

teams. 

Encouraging job families that are not traditionally exposed to customers or frontline 

banking to build their knowledge of the industry was done via a banking 101 course. A 

program known as “Professional and Responsible banking in the Digital Age” in the 

UK is available in Australia as the Professional Banking Fundamentals (PBF) course. In 

similar ways that other banks use the PBF to upskill new-to-role bankers, Judo wants 

everyone to share this core knowledge. The training has strong themes that relate to 

ethics and servicing customers with a professional’s mindset. This perspective, and the 

importance Judo Bank places on these attributes, keeps them front of mind. This is 

effectively forming a first line of defence against non-financial risks. 

CASE STUDY

finsia.com

How can you contribute if you don’t have context?

“The Professional Banking Fundamentals provide an 
excellent starting point for ‘non-bankers’ too. We all 
need to understand the fundamental principles of 
banking as these provide us the context that enables 
us to apply our skills in design, operations and 
technology in support of the future of the industry.”
Liza Frazier, Chief Operating Officer, Judo Bank

https://www.finsia.com/
https://www.finsia.com/
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Investing in your people as a means of investing in your 

organisation and customers is nothing new. When your 

purpose, values and talent management are aligned 

to your organisational development strategy - your 

culture benefits exponentially. Giving employees’ 

the opportunity to attain internationally recognised 

professional qualifications, as part of their personal 

development, goes beyond typical expectations of 

what “training” is at a bank. It shows a genuine will to 

invest in peoples’ capabilities and provides an external 

validation of their skills and conduct.

CASE STUDY
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People respond accordingly. Rather than 

considering ‘compliance training’ as the 

standard for knowledge and behaviour, staff 

consider this to be the minimum allowable 

level and set personal goals of competency 

and conduct higher. The positive feedback 

loop of professionalism enhances customer 

outcomes, reinforces the value of higher 

standards and builds pride in the workforce, 

leading to increasingly higher standards 

of professional behaviour and a recurring 

virtuous circle.

As recognition of the personal achievement and commitment to professionalism, staff’s 

certificates prominently feature on the walls of Judo offices across Australia. In the same 

way an accounting or law firm showcast their credentials to clients, this is testament to 

Judo’s belief in professionalism in banking.

Certificates prominently feature on the walls of all of Judo’s offices

Annabel Kareh, Elizabeth Louie and Emily Smith are three excellent examples of this 

philosophy in action. Having joined Judo as analysts, they followed their development 

plan and completed the Professional Banking Fundamentals course. With the ethical and 

professional knowledge acquired, Judo felt more than confident to have them directly engage 

in client-facing roles. Annabel, Elizabeth and Emily are all now qualified bankers – serving 

happy customers.

https://www.finsia.com/
https://www.finsia.com/
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An overarching aspect of promoting an ethical and professional culture and raising 

capability standards for bankers has been Judo’s determination to qualify staff as 

“Chartered Bankers”. 

Judo Bank Chief Executive Officer, Joseph Healy has this exact experience, earning his 

‘Chartered Banker’ qualifications whilst a banker in the United Kingdom. In his book, 

“Breaking the Banks” Joseph laments a loss of professionalism as “bankers became 

retailers of money with sales targets, in the same way as car salesmen” and when 

founding the business was determinedf rom the outset that Judo would get back to 

basics.
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Brand truth – cutting through.

RFI group produced research that 
suggests more than 13% of customers 
would switch banks for one that 
employed ‘Professionally Qualified’ staff. 
This number grows to 20% in the 22-44 
age group – prime small business owners 
– and Judo’s target demographic.

13%

7%

The Chartered Banker certification is one that evokes a sense of trust and 
respect amongst customers - key to building enduring relationships. Survey 
data captured in the UK between 2013 and 2017 measured the impact 
‘Professionalisation’ of bank staff had on trust over the period. The data 
showed improvements in the following groups: 

General public (27%), Opinion-formers 
(44%) and

Members of 
Parliament (20%)

https://www.finsia.com/
https://www.finsia.com/


Joseph Healy, Chief Executive Officer is delighted that so many employees are embracing the opportunity to learn: “I’m 
really encouraged by the enthusiasm shown by those who have completed the learnign already”.
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Furthermore, the investment in people was shown to lift levels of pride across the workforce. 

Judo’s people strategy has resulted in business bankers that are purpose-driven, highly 

credentialed and deeply trusted by their customers.

Importantly, this transformative approach is incentivised by leadership to ensure maximum 

engagement. Supporting staff to develop beyond typical compliance expectations and 

encouraging them to be the “best bankers” in the industry has contributed to the broader 

culture of Judo.

In an industry that does not have the best track record for encouraging diversity, professional 

qualifications provide a great foundation for career development. Traditionally, some individuals 

or groups have not felt comfortable seeking career development or additional responsibilities. 

By offering a mechanism to validate skills and behaviours through external qualifications, Judo 

provides encouragement across its workforce

The Professional Standards Council has written of the ‘Five E’s of Professionalism’. Experience, 

Education, Examination, Ethics and Entity all combine in a model that guides a professional to 

do ‘what’s right’ for the client. This is the launching point for implementing PBF training.  

CASE STUDY
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“The great thing about learning 
is that it is flexible – so you 
can do this at your own pace. 
Attaining the Professional 
Banking Fundamentals and 
Chartered Banker certificates 
are such a huge step toward 
professionalising our workforce 
so that we can deliver 
exceptional customer service.”
Ben Collins, Regional Director 
South Australia, Judo Bank

https://www.finsia.com/
https://www.finsia.com/
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Of course, the benefits of professional, empowered and certified staff go beyond higher 

staff engagement and greater pride. It contributes to the customer experience and 

customer satisfaction.

Judo’s bankers talk of the “blind spots” of other banks when highlighting cases of 

customers who have benefited from the Professional Banker approach. 

One typical example relates to a long established family run indoor / outdoor plant 

nursery business. The highly experienced management team at Blue Sky Nursery Group 

was introduced to Judo via a broker to assist with the restructure of its existing facilities 

and to lay the foundations for expansion.

Judo Banker, Gary Waterson (who also earned his Chartered Banker qualification in 

the UK), could see that the business had a strong capital position. However, based on 

historical financials that had been heavily impacted due to devastating tropical cyclones,  

CASE STUDY
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The results – how it comes together

If Judo’s class leading customer Net Promoter Score (NPS) was not evidence 

enough (Judo runs monthly NPS surveys and has averaged at 85+ YTD in 2021),  

there are numerous anecdotes that support Judo’s philosophy of trusted bankers 

applying practical  judgement.

https://www.finsia.com/
https://www.finsia.com/
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it could not service the facilities that were being requested. Instead, Blue Sky Nursery 

Group was forced to allocate funds to rebuild their facilities twice.

For most banker’s checklists (or increasingly their lending algorithms), this business 

would not warrant a conversation as they “wouldn’t tick the right boxes”. Despite this 

fact, Gary was empowered by Judo to apply his professional judgement.

It became apparent that the reason it became apparent that the reason the customer 

wouldn’t fit a ‘checklist’ was that “the business was investing heavily in infrastructure 

(expensed via Repairs & Maintenance and Wages) and increasing stock (also expensed 

immediately via COGs) in order to meet additional firm orders from its customers”.

“Judo’s attitude to relationship banking allows me to take the time to properly 

understand the customer and not just take the numbers at face value”.

With the customer’s input and based on current monthly revenues, Gary also took the 

time to construct a high level 12 month forecast, splitting out the true underlying trading 

position and the ongoing investment in growth. This exercise revealed that the business 

could very comfortably service the debt and Judo was able to put an appropriate 

funding structure in place for all its capital expenditure and working capital needs.

“I took the time to visit the client; review the 
financials; and felt supported by Judo to 
drill down, asking further questions about 
the cashflow”
Gary Waterson, Director Relationships, Judo Bank

https://www.finsia.com/
https://www.finsia.com/
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Risk culture — the norms, attitudes, and behaviours related to risk awareness, risk taking, 

and risk management — in banks are often ‘set from the top’. The reality of risk culture is 

demonstrated through the daily interactions between staff members and customers. 

During the process of Judo applying for its APRA ADI license, risk was a key focus in working 

with the regulator. Judo wanted to design risk frameworks that understand the nature of 

business banking and acknowledges its staff as an opportunity, rather than a threat.

Unfortunately for some of the incumbent banks, findings by the Royal Commission and 

some appalling examples of “profit before people” has highlighted conduct issues. The 

typical response has been to impose more compliance measures. Ironically, as noted 

by Professor Chris Hodges* more compliance, like checklists and rules, actually reduces 

organisational ethics. The attitude shifts to a ‘did I tick all the boxes’ mentality and away 

from a ‘is it the right thing’ mind set. 

By genuinely focussing on the social purpose of banking, Judo has constructed a culture that 

frames all of its deliberations, decisions and actions through the lens of ethical professionalism.

CASE STUDY
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Risk – Tone from the top is important, bottom up is critical

“Risk culture’s significance increases when 
considering non-financial risk. The complexity and 
often unique iterations of NFR makes it difficult to 
create policies and procedures to manage all of 
them. By empowering our team and supporting 
professional behaviours, we set expectations 
of personal accountability, reinforcing our risk 
frameworks and providing a voice to our staff – a 
speak up culture” 
Frank Versace, Chief Risk Officer, Judo Bank

https://www.finsia.com/
https://www.finsia.com/
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Perhaps surprising to those who do not work in banking, specific training on ethics and 

ethical decision making is not a mandatory requirement for bank staff. Some of the 

systemic practices recorded in the Banking Royal Commission highlighted that there is 

scope for improvement – especially if banks want to win back the trust of their customers. 

All of the various professional qualifications that Judo requires staff to complete have 

significant content dedicated to ethical and professional service. By encouraging 

qualifcations within certain job families and making it compulsory with others, Judo Bank 

is clearly signalling how important they consider the subject of ethics.

CASE STUDY

finsia.com

Ethics as a foundation

The courses develop skills in relation to thinking critically about how ethical 

behaviour can be encouraged in banking, through codes of ethics, regulation, or 

good leadership. Learners explore how ethical demands might change with future 

developments, such as digital innovations and growing environmental pressures – 

particularly important as ESG issues become more of a public concern. 

https://www.finsia.com/
https://www.finsia.com/
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For more senior staff who undertake the Chartered Banker By Experience Qualification, 

they are challenged to describe the key principles of ethical and professional behaviour 

in the banking environment and explain why these are important. Staff reported how 

valuable it was to reflect on situations at work where they were faced with ethical 

dilemmas and consider how they dealt with these – and how these experiences have 

impacted their current professional practice.

The opportunity to reflect on experiences and consolidate thoughts is done in a formal 

fashion. A one-on-one interview is led by a representative from the Chartered Banker 

Institute and to discuss any findings and new lessons. Feedback from our employees has 

been that the process and outcomes are quite profound and exceptionally valuable. 
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The decision to build ethical professionalism into the fabric of Judo is one that has 

had overwhelmingly positive responses from staff, managers and demonstrated in 

NPS scores. A genuine move to professionalism is part of Judo’s DNA and is a direct 

reflection of the vision that the founders of Judo established.

Nowhere more than during the COVID-19 pandemic has this investment in staff and 

customers paid off.

CASE STUDY

finsia.com

Commercial Success and a Better Industry

APRA’s monthly banking statistics show that Judo 
Bank’s loan book has grown by 154.2% during 
COVID19, that is year on year. “Judo has built a 
sustainable and high growth ADI, experiencing 
unbroken quarter on quarter growth”

Chris Bayliss, Deputy Chief Executive Officer and 
Chief Financial Officer, Judo Bank

https://www.finsia.com/
https://www.finsia.com/
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In a recent FINSIA webinar to help embed learning for students of the Professional 

Banking Fundamentals program, the Hon Anna Bligh (the Australian Banking 

Association’s Chief Executive) said:

Perhaps vindication of the value Judo’s founders put into investing in staff and evidence 

of their commitment to “walk the walk of professionalism”  can be found in their 

contribution to the industry as a whole. 

Other organisations are following suit. At the time of writing, one of the big four 

banks and a large regional bank recently decided to put staff through various FINSIA 

professional banking qualifications and there is firm interest from others. Judo Bank 

has been a vocal supporter of these initiatives which is testament to the view that a 

rising tide lifts all boats, .

The enthusiasm Judo Bank’s leadership has shown in supporting external validations of higher 

standards has reverberated positively across the organisation. If the purpose of banking and 

social license that banks command is about customer and community expectations, then 

commercial success is simply a product of a clear purpose, combined with a professional 

culture, motivated staff who are proud of their industry and true customer-centricity. Judo 

Bank is well positioned for the future.

CASE STUDY
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“Trust and reputation are restored when individuals and organisations consistently 

and reliably behave in the way that you expect and want them to.” Anna Bligh

https://www.finsia.com/
https://www.finsia.com/
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Learn more about partnering with FINSIA

In conjunction with the Chartered Banker Institute, FINSIA offers 

three tiers of professional qualifications for bankers and bank staff. All 

qualifications have a strong focus on building capability, embedding 

ethical behaviours and building a professional culture.

The Professional Banking Fundamentals

The Certified Professional Banker

The Chartered Banker

This is the banking 101 course that Judo uses to build the context of banking and ethical 

judgement across all job families.

This program has not been adopted by Judo, although is popular with L&D teams who 

have identified gaps in risk knowledge, consumer credit and foundational business 

banking skills.

Judo is putting all leaders through the Chartered Banker by Experience. There are two 

pathways to becoming a Chartered Banker, via study (in other countries known as the 

‘Advanced Diploma in Banking and Leadership in the Digital Age’) or through a series of 

essays to demonstrate appropriate experience (Chartered Banker by Experience). 

FINSIA works with organisations to understand what qualifications might be most suitable 

and how learning experiences can be tailored to meet organisational development needs. 

Solutions can be ‘turn key’ with a process for mapping and accreditation of existing 

learning. Users can earn credits toward internationally recognised awards, building ROI on 

current training investments.

If you are interested in learning how FINSIA’s professional banking qualifications might 

be suitable for your staff, please contact our Head of Employer Services, John Jeffery at 

j.jeffery@finsia.com for further information.

https://www.finsia.com/
https://www.finsia.com/


finsia.com 
Level 4, 16 Spring Street, Sydney
(02) 9275 7900

Notes

*Boston Consulting Group 2017 Study

*Chris Hodges is Professor of Justice Systems, Fellow of Wolfson College, Oxford, 

Head of the Swiss Re Research Programme on Civil Justice Systems at the Centre for 

Socio-Legal Studies, Oxford, and Fellow of the European Law Institute. He also helps 

lead the International Network for Delivery of Regulation (INDR).

https://www.businessinsider.com.au/judo-bank-pandemic-lending-big-four-2021-3
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